
Body Paint Like a Pro  

Paints & Product

Glycerin Based Paints 
The brands:
Mehron’s Paradise– Kryolan’s Aquacolors– FAB– Snazaroo-Kryvaline

•  Water activated, and generally softer in the cake.
•  They load more quickly and thickly on your sponge or brush.
•  They dry more slowly, so ideal for dry blending and wet blending with the sponge or 

brush, but this also makes them more smeary.
•  They can make small brush detail work more difcult since they can be “gloopy” and 

lighter colors don't cover other colors that well
though most  FAB regular colors seems to work really well for details.

Ps: save the headache, and don't try to do detail work with shimmery or metallic colors
•  They work as great bases for adding decorative powders on top, and for holding glitter.

My PERSONAL favorites from this list are FAB and Paradise.
Other notes-
•  Kryolan is what I learned with and it's a tried and true product, but downsides are that it 

never really seems to dry all the way, the black is terrible for adding outlines and 
details (though good for basing), it's HEAVILY fragranced, and it's not as densely 
pigmented as the newer brands.

•  Snazaroo never goes on very opaque, and it's so soft it gets used up faster than other 
brands.

•  I haven't had much experience with Kryvaline, but I have some super talented painter 
friends who create AMAZING work with it- the colors are stunning.

 

http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1840.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/Snazaroo-Face-Paints-s/1842.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1918.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1924.htm


Body Paint Like a Pro 

     Wax Based Paints 

The Brands: 
Diamond FX – Cameleon – TAG – Wolfe FX

•  Water activated, and more frm in the cake- though they vary by color from being like a 
soft clay to being dry and brittle. (orange and yellow get very dry and brittle)
•  Take a bit more “working” the paint to get the creamy consistency you want
•  Ideal for fne brushwork details AND the colors can be layered with limited bleeding D

through.
•  Dry quickly, so you have to blend faster, or blend on your sponge or brush before 

applying to the skin
•  More durable on the skin, though like all of the paints, they are water based and 

not sweat resistant.

Pro Tip #1:
if you're trying to blend and the paint has dried too much already, you can VERY LIGHTLY 
mist the area you're working on with water to moisten it just enough for blending

Pro Tip #2:
Wolfe paints tend to dry shiny, which can create unwanted refections in photos

Personal notes:
•  For general use, Cameleon is my favorite. It perfectly balances blendability, durability, 

and workabilty, with a range of AMAZING colors (my favorites are Celadon, Teal, 
Wicked, Ink Heart, and Bollywood Pink)
The only downside is that their containers don't ft into my pallet!

•  Wolfe is also amazing, but probably the hardest to work with for a beginner.  BUT, for 
details and line work- and especially layering white on top of other colors- 
every painter MUST HAVE Wolfe white and black.

http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1846.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1845.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/Cameleon-Paint-s/1934.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1832.htm


Body Paint Like a Pro

     Powder Based Paints

 The Brands : 
Ben Nye’s Magicakes (Wet) – Mehron’s Starblends (Wet or dry) – Jest Paint’s Vibrant 
Powders (Dry) – Kryolan’s Shades (Dry) –Kryolan Viva (Wet and Dry) – Mehron’s Precious 
Gem  Powders (Wet or Dry) –  Ben Nye Grande Lumiere Colours (Wet or Dry)

I don't have much experience with powder based paints, so I pulled this info from 
JestPaint.com

•  Can be used wet or dry depending on the brand.
•  If using  dry, they show up the strongest when you apply a primer frst. A primer can be 

anything that will make the skin a little bit tacky, from face paint to eye shadow 
primer to glycerin or oil or lotion. Just be sure to apply a super thin layer of primer (if 
it isn’t paint) so that your applicator doesn’t pick any of it up.

•  You can use mixing liquid, which will make the powders more durable against sweat and 
touching, and will make the colors more opaque.  

•  Mixing liquid is best used with the Precious Gems loose powders or the Lumiere colors.
•  If you moisten a powder based cake, it will be hard to use it again dry since the liquid will 

compact the powder. (though Kryolan Viva claims that it is interchangeable.)

Personal Notes:
The one powder product I've had lots of experience with is the Mehron metallic loose 
powders. They are AMAZING- I always have some on hand.
They can be applied with a dry powder brush, a small flbert, or eyeshadow brush.
They can also be mixed with water, Mehron mixing liquid, or even fxer spray for brushing 
on as a liquid. Super shiny, and when mixed with fxer it's practically bullet proof.
Used this way, you can do anything from covering an entire body to tiny intricate flagree 
detailing.
You can even mix them with water or mixing liquid and spray them through your airbrush!

http://www.jestpaint.com/BenNye-MagiCake-s/1971.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/Mehron-Precious-Gem-Powder-s/1919.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/Mehron-Precious-Gem-Powder-s/1919.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/product-p/kypa104.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/product-p/kypa105.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/Face-Paint-Powders-s/1967.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/Face-Paint-Powders-s/1967.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/category-s/1882.htm
http://www.jestpaint.com/BenNye-MagiCake-s/1968.htm
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